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Bifurcation properties, stability behavior, dynamics, and the heat transfer of convection in a horizontal fluid
layer that is driven away from thermal equilibrium by imposing a vertical temperature difference are compared
with those resulting from imposing a heat current. Similarities and differences are elucidated. In particular
various paradigmatic backwards bifurcating convection structures that occur, e.g., in binary fluid mixtures are
determined numerically for the two different driving mechanisms. Conditions are given under which current
driven convection is stable when temperature driven convection is unstable.
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Many nonlinear dissipative systems that are driven away
from thermal equilibrium show self-organization out of an
unstructured state: A structured one appears when the driving
exceeds a critical threshold �1�. The driving might be real-
ized by imposing a field gradient across the system—e.g., a
voltage difference across a semiconductor �2� or a liquid
crystal �3�, a temperature difference across a fluid layer �4�,
or a concentration difference in a physical �5�, chemical �6�,
or biological �7� system—which drives a current. Or, alter-
natively, a current might be injected at one side of the system
�8–10�. Now the question is, whether and how the dissipative
structures that form in response to these two different driving
mechanisms are related to each other concerning their dy-
namics, their structure, their stability behavior, and their bi-
furcation properties.

It is surprising that this question has not yet been studied
extensively for the paradigmatic, abundant, and easy acces-
sible convective structures in horizontal fluid layers heated
from below �11,12�. Even more so since up to about the end
of the 1980’s convection experiments were done with im-
posed heat current at the lower plate. On the other hand,
�servo� control of both plate’s temperatures seems to have
been realized only later, partly at the request of theorists who
favored Dirichlet boundary conditions.

We have investigated this question numerically for con-
vection in a binary fluid such as, e.g., ethanol-water as a
representative example since there are a variety of different
structures that may be studied quantitatively already at a
small driving �1,13,14�: There are spatially extended states of
stationary convection rolls and of temporally oscillating roll
patterns in the form of traveling waves �TWs� and of stand-
ing waves �SWs� that bifurcate forwards or backwards out of
the quiescent fluid state. In addition there are also spatially
localized traveling wave states that compete with extended
convection structures.

Here, we focus on convection in the form of straight par-
allel rolls as they occur, e.g., in narrow channels with roll
axes perpendicular to the long side walls. We have solved the
appropriate hydrodynamic field equations �13,15� with a
finite-differences method �16� in a vertical x-z cross section
through the rolls perpendicular to their axes thus ignoring
effects that come from field variations along the roll axes
�13,17,18�.

Calculations were done for ethanol-water parameters,

Lewis number L=0.01 and Prandtl number �=10. Results
are presented here for two different separation ratios �=
−0.03 and �=−0.1 �19,20� for which TW and SW solutions
bifurcate subcritically out of the quiescent fluid state via a
common Hopf bifurcation. Our findings concerning the
above posed questions are representative also for TWs and
SWs at stronger, i.e., more negative Soret coupling strength
�.

The horizontal boundaries at top �z=1� and bottom �z
=0� are no slip, impermeable, and perfectly heat conducting,
thus enforcing the absence of lateral temperature gradients
there. Sapphire or copper plates provide a good experimental
approximation. Two different experimentally realizable hori-
zontal boundary conditions �bc� for the temperature are ex-
plored here: �i� Dirichlet bc of fixed temperatures �constant
in space and time� at z=0 and z=1 with a difference of �T
between them and �ii� von Neumann bc of fixed total vertical
heat current at z=0 and Dirichlet bc of fixed temperature at

FIG. 1. �Color online� Bifurcation diagrams of heat current and
temperature difference for oscillatory convection at �=−0.03 sub-
ject to different bc. The upper left �lower right� part shows
Q /Qc��T /�Tc� for TT �QT� driving versus ���� on the upper
�lower� abscissa. For SWs the time averages �Q� /Qc and ��T� /�Tc,
respectively, are plotted. The bisecting line marks the quiescent
conductive state. Full �dashed� lines and filled �open� symbols de-
note stable �unstable� states. SW solutions were obtained with phase
pinning conditions; otherwise they are completely unstable.
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z=1. At the impermeable boundaries the vertical concentra-
tion current vanishes and consequently the local vertical heat
current reduces there to −�zT �15�. Note that we impose in
case �ii� the horizontal mean

Q = − ��zT�z=0 �1�

of the heat current at the lower side of the fluid layer so that
the total heat current injected into it is a constant. We refer to

the driving conditions of the case �i� as TT and to those of
case �ii� as QT.

Laterally we impose for all fields periodic bc with wave-
length �=2. This is roughly the critical one for onset of
oscillatory convection. Moreover, it is often seen also in non-
linear convection with rolls of about circular shape. Finally,
to determine SW solutions that are unstable against horizon-
tal mirror symmetry breaking phase propagation we enforce
horizontal mirror symmetry, say, at x=0 thereby fixing the
phase �21�.

As control parameter measuring the strength of the driv-
ing we use in the TT case the relative deviation

� = �T/�Tc − 1 �2�

from the critical temperature difference �Tc for onset of con-
vection. The driving in case QT is measured by the relative
deviation

� = Q/Qc − 1 �3�

from the critical imposed heat current.
We shall discuss first TW convection and then SW solu-

tions. In Figs. 1 and 2 we show for two different � the
bifurcation diagrams of nonlinear relaxed TW states: �i� cur-
rent Q as a function of � for TT driving and �ii� temperature
difference �T versus � for the QT case. Note that Q as well
as �T are constant for TWs. The diagonal line shows the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Bifurcation diagrams of heat current and
temperature difference as in Fig. 1. Here, however, for �=−0.1.

FIG. 3. �Color online� TW bifurcation diagrams: �a� Nusselt
number N, �b� reduced oscillation frequency � /�c, and �c� squared
maximal vertical velocity wmax

2 for the TWs of Fig. 1 with �=
−0.03. The left and right curves refer to TT and QT driving, respec-
tively. Full �dashed� lines denote stable �unstable� TWs. Symbols
identify examples of equivalent TWs for equivalent control param-
eters � and �.

FIG. 4. �Color online� SW bifurcation diagrams: �a� time aver-
aged Nusselt number �N�, �b� reduced oscillation frequency � /�c,
and �c� squared maximal vertical velocity wmax

2 for the SWs of Fig.
1 with �=−0.03. The left and right curves refer to TT and QT
driving, respectively. Full �dashed� lines denote stable �unstable�
SWs.
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linear diffusive relation Qcond /Qc=�Tcond /�Tc of the quies-
cent conductive state. It loses stability via a Hopf bifurcation
at �Tc or Qc, respectively. After increasing the driving
slightly beyond this threshold transient growth of oscillatory
convection occurs with increasing Q for the TT case. For QT
conditions �T decreases since convection cools the lower
boundary. Initially, the oscillations have the Hopf frequency.
But finally, the TT transient ends in a stationary convection
state since the TW branch terminates with zero frequency in
a stationary solution branch already below �=0 for our �’s
�22�. On the other hand, the QT growth transient ends in a
relaxed nonlinear TW �lower part of Figs. 1 and 2�.

The curves of Q /Qc versus � and of �T /�Tc versus � in
Figs. 1 and 2 are reflections of each other at the diagonal,
bisecting conduction line. Note, however, that the transients
and the stability ranges of the relaxed TWs are different.
Concerning the latter, for example, the hysteresis interval in
� for QT is significantly smaller than the one in � for TT
since a large portion of unstable TT generated TWs below
onset gets stabilized under QT driving.

In Fig. 3 we show for the TWs of Fig. 1 bifurcation dia-
grams of Nusselt number N, reduced frequency � /�c, and
squared maximal vertical velocity wmax

2 versus the respective
control parameters. The Nusselt number

N = Q/Qcond = �Q/Qc��Tc/�T �4�

provides the relation

� = �1 + ��N − 1 �5�

between equivalent control parameters � and � correspond-
ing to reflection at the conductive diagonal in Figs. 1 and 2:

TWs that are generated by TT or QT driving at �- and
�-values related by �5� have the same spatiotemporal prop-
erties, e.g., the same N ,� ,wmax as indicated by the symbols
in Fig. 3. Their stability, however, might differ.

Equation �5� yields also the relation

��A = ��A/�N + �1 + ����N� �6�

between the slopes ��A��� and ��A��� in the QT and TT
bifurcation diagrams of any order parameter A �say,
N ,� ,wmax

2 , etc.� versus � or �, respectively. Hence, the QT
bifurcation becomes already tricritical, i.e., it changes from
backwards to forwards when the initial slope s=��N��=0� of
the TT Nusselt number increases beyond −1. In other words,
all TT driven backwards bifurcating unstable TWs for which
s	−1 can be stabilized by switching over to QT driving.

Note that the relations �5� and �6� hold also for any sta-
tionary convection solution so that the bifurcation diagrams
of Q /Qc versus � and of �T /�Tc versus � are reflections of
each other. Thus, the stabilization effect of QT driving holds
also for any stationary convection that bifurcates backwards
with TT �23,24�. The �stability� properties of forward bifur-
cating stationary convection remain unchanged when using
QT instead of TT conditions.

In the remainder of this paper we discuss SW convection.
Under TT �QT� driving the heat current Q �temperature dif-
ference �T� oscillates with twice the SW frequency �25�. So,
in Figs. 1 and 2 we show bifurcation diagrams of the time
averages �Q� /Qc and ��T� /�Tc, respectively. Such as for

FIG. 5. �Color online� SW bifurcation diagrams as in Fig. 4 but
for the SWs of Fig. 2 with �=−0.1. Symbols identify examples of
SWs with the same frequency.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Oscillation profiles of the SWs marked in
Fig. 5 by symbols. �a� Current and temperature oscillation subject to
TT and QT driving, respectively. �b� Nusselt numbers NTT�t�
= �Q�t� /Qc��Tc /�T=Q�t� /Qcond and NQT�t�= �Q /Qc���Tc /�T�t��
=�Tcond /�T�t�. �c� Vertical velocity w at midheight between two
rolls.
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TWs, QT conditions have a stabilizing effect also on SWs.
Note, however, that the two SW solution branches in these
figures are not reflections of each other at the conduction
diagonal. Their spatiotemporal properties differ and the rela-
tion ���= �1+���N�−1 provides only an approximate equiva-
lence between the bifurcation diagrams of the order param-
eters in Figs. 4 and 5. For example, the SWs marked by
symbols in Fig. 5 have the same frequency. But wmax differs
slightly and so does �N�—i.e., �Q /Qc��Tc /�T for TT driving
in comparison with �Q /Qc���Tc /�T� for QT driving. Also
the oscillations of the flow differ slightly �Fig. 6�c��. On the
other hand, the oscillation profile of Q�t� differs significantly
from the one of �T�t� �Fig. 6�a�� and also the profile of
NTT�t� differs from the one of NQT�t� �Fig. 6�b��.

We elucidated similarities and differences in the nonequi-

librium response of a structure forming system to an imposed
field gradient or to an injected current for the paradigmatic
example of binary mixture convection. Fixing the injected
heat current can stabilize backwards bifurcating solutions,
e.g., SW, TW, or stationary states, that are unstable with
imposed temperature difference. However, irrespective of
their stability structures that sustain a time independent cur-
rent in the bulk �like TW and stationary convection� are sim-
ply related to each other for the two different boundary con-
ditions. But time dependent solutions—such as, e.g., growth
transients or in particular relaxed SW oscillations—differ in
general. Thus, it would be interesting to see how far these
different driving conditions influence the spatiotemporal
properties of convection structures with more complex dy-
namics in whatever system they occur.
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